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How do I get Python ??

Easy. Just Download it. 
Same is true with GNU/Linux OS and a large number of 

software software packages.

How all these expensive softwares 

became available for free Download ?

Will they remain so in future?

What is your role in it ?



  

Early days of computing



  
US $8,100 per month (for CPU only)
https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/701/701_1415bx01.html

IBM 701:   May 21, 1952

https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/701/701_1415bx01.html


  

● SHARE Inc. is a volunteer-run user group for IBM 
mainframe computers that was founded in 1955 by Los 
Angeles-area users of the IBM 701 computer system.

● In 1959 SHARE released the SHARE Operating System 
(SOS), originally for the IBM 709 computer, later ported to 
the IBM 7090. 

● SOS was one of the first instances of "commons-based 
peer production" 

Software Development Models  (Main frames)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHARE_(computing)



  

Personal Computers ...

https://oldcomputers.net/altair-8800.html

Programmed using
Front panel switches.



  

Software for Personal Computers

● In March 1974, Paul Allen, Bill Gates, and Monte Davidoff, 
created a BASIC interpreter that worked under simulation 
on a PDP-10 mainframe computer at Harvard.

● In 1975  it was tested on MITS Altair8080

● On July 22, 1975 MITS signed the contract with Allen and 
Gates. 

● They got $3000 at the signing and a royalty for each copy 
of BASIC sold; $30  to $60



  

Complaint against  “Theft”

An Open letter from Bill Gates, on 

3-Feb-1976. to Hobbyists 

complaining about people who are 

copying the BASIC interpreter 

without paying royalty.

“Most of you steal 
your software”



  

Reply to the “theft” complaint

● There is a viable alternative to the problems raised 
by Bill Gates in his irate letter to computer 
hobbyists concerning "ripping off" software. When 
software is free, or so inexpensive that it's easier 
to pay for it than to duplicate it, then it won't be 
"stolen".

                                                  Jim Warren

● TinyBASIC was published openly and later 
invented the term "copyleft" to describe this. 

● This made it popular in the burgeoning early 
microcomputer market. 



  

Decline of Free Software

● In the late 1970s and early 1980s, computer vendors and 
“software-only” companies began routinely charging for 
software licenses, marketing software as "Program 
Products" and imposing legal restrictions on new software 
developments, now seen as assets, through copyrights, 
trademarks, and leasing contracts.

●  In 1979, AT&T began to enforce its licenses when the 
company decided it might profit by selling the Unix system. 

● In an announcement letter dated 8-Feb-1983 IBM 
inaugurated a policy of no longer distributing sources with 
purchased software.



  

The free software movement: GNU Project

● Richard Stallman  (Free as in Freedom)

● Physics BA, Harvard, 1974. Programmer at MIT 

● In 1983, launched the GNU Project to write a completely 
free operating system.

● The Free Software Foundation, 1985

● GNU General Public License

● By 1991, GNU OS was almost

        complete except the Kernel (HURD).



  

The Linux Kernel, from Linus Torvalds

Computer science student and University 
of Helsinki, Finland. 

25 August, 1991, he made a posting to the 
comp.os.minix newsgroup:

 Hello everybody out there using minix -

    I'm doing a (free) operating system (just 
a hobby, won't be big and professional like 
gnu) for 386(486) AT clones. This has been 
brewing since april, and is starting to get 
ready.

December 1992 he published version 0.99 
using the GNU General Public License.



  

A Free Operating System

● March 1994, Linux kernel 1.0.0 was released

● Combined with software from GNU and several other 
projects  a Free Operating system became available.

● It is called GNU/Linux 

The end users need some mechanism to use the software 
available from different sources.



  

Distributions

● A typical Linux distribution comprises a Linux kernel, GNU 
tools and libraries, additional software, documentation, and 
an install script packaged on a media like a CD.

● Slackware       ….. Individual

● RedHat           ….. Corporation

● Debian           …... Non profit organization

● Ubuntu           …... Corporation (free/paid business model)



  

Current Free Software availability 

● GNU/Linux OS , several distributions

● Compilers/Interpreters for almost all languages

● RDBMS systems

● Office packages

● Web and mail Servers

● Scientific computation 

● Graphics

● Networking

● Education
Easy to install and under GPL compatible licenses



  

Usage of Free Software at IUAC

● Accelerator Control Systems

● High speed data acquisition systems

● Scientific computation

● Electronics circuit design (KiCAD)

● Affordable scientific instruments

www.expeyes.in



  

Free vs Open Source

http://old.law.columbia.edu/

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/rms-kernel-trap-
interview.en.html Eric Raymond

● open source is a development philosophy that 
is more business oriented, attractive to the 
corporate world. It emphasizes the technical 
merits of the open source approach.

● Free software is a social and moral philosophy because it places 
more emphasis on freedom. 

     Freedom is more important than software.

http://old.law.columbia.edu/


  

Is there any threat to Free Software ???

● Microsoft funding of SCO controversy

● Story of an upgrade that coasted  Rs/ 120,000/-

● Do you get an OS media when you buy MS Windows ?

             Implications of it

● embrace, extend, and exterminate

● http://techrights.org/2019/06/30/how-free-libre-software-
comes-under-attack/



  

Tricks with data..



  

Halloween Documents
http://www.catb.org/~esr/halloween/

● OSS poses a direct, short-term revenue and platform threat 
to Microsoft, particularly in server space. 

● Additionally, the intrinsic parallelism and free idea exchange 
in OSS has benefits that are not replicable with our current 
licensing model 

● Recent case studies (the Internet) provide very dramatic 
evidence ... that commercial quality can be achieved / 
exceeded by OSS projects. 

● ...to understand how to compete against OSS, we must 
target a process rather than a company. 



  

Help is available !!!



  

Counter help: How to remove  *****

● Download any GNU/Linux  ISO image

● Make a USB pendrive bootable with it

● Boot you PC with it and start using (no data saving)

● Understand the hard disk partitioning

● Delete the last partition (we need around 50 GB)

● Install and make the system dual boot

    With time you will realize that walking through a door is 
easier than jumping through a window.

“People who don't value their freedom will lose it”



  

History says  “Your choice matters...”

When National Semiconductor, which made their own microprocessor 
chips in '77 or '78, decided they needed a BASIC ... they asked, 'What's 
the most popular BASIC?' And the answer was Microsoft BASIC because 
everybody had copied it and everybody was using it.

This was the marketing function and the hobbyists did the marketing with 
a complete antipathy of the company in question. 

There were other BASICs and, you know, some of them might even have 
been better. ... [Gates's later success] was in a certain measure because 
of what we did, that he said we shouldn't do, we were thieves to do it, 
and all.

  Lee Felsenstein

Osborne 1
 April 3, 1981



  

Thank You
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